See also weapons [1], conventional weapons [2], dum-dum bullets [3], cluster munitions [4], explosive remnants of war [5]

**OUTLINE**

Chapter 9, 2. Prohibited or restricted use of weapons [6]

Chapter 9, 2. Loss of protection [7]

**LEGAL SOURCE**

PI, 35 [8]

CIHL, Rule 78 [9]

CIHL, Rule 77 [10]

Seizure

HR, 53/3 [11]
From wounded, sick and shipwrecked

GCI, 22 [12] (see ICRC updated Commentary [13])

GCII, 35 [14] (see ICRC updated Commentary [15])

GCIV, 19 [16]

PI, 13/2 [17] & 28/2 [18]
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